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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION I

Report No. 50-322/84-36

Docket No. 50-322

License No. CPPR-95 Priority Category B--

Licensee: Long Island Lighting Company

175 East Old Country Road

Hicksville, New York 11801

Facility Name: Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1

Inspection At: Shoreham, New York

Inspection Conducted: October 2-4, 1984

Inspectors: cfo t & /8
A. Finkel,' Lead Reactor Engineer date

cho k, | bi< m
H. Gr'eggd Lead ReactoF Engineer date

c}O Yo l & w / [
J. H6d n' ReTactor Engineer date

/- 8-A[>

.,jr11 e tor Engineer da e

IIApproved by: 1 'u / f
C. A. Anderson, Chief, Plant date
Systems Section, EP8

Inspection Summary:
Inspection on October 2-4, 1984 (IE Report No. 50-122/84-36)

Areas Inspected: Routine unannounced inspection of licensee's actions on the
~

construction of the diesel -' generator building. The NRC inspection addressed
the following areas; the quality assurance program applied to the dicsel build-
ing and their'' vendors, HVAC vendor and installation work and the electrical
installation and vendor. equipment installation. The inspection involved 128
inspector hours onsite by four region-based inspectors.

Results: No violations were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

.1.1- Long Island Lighting Company

*E. Cassiano, Manager; Quality Systems Division
*C. Cole, Contracted Projects Manager
*M. Garofalo, Project Engineer - Colt
*R. Grunseich, Supervisor, Nuclear Licensing
*J. Kelly,' Assistant Quality Assurance Manager
*R. Kubinak, Director, Quality Assurance, Safety and Compliance
*R. Loper, Manager - Operations Staff
*B. McCaffrey, Manager, Nuclear Licensing
*J. Notaro, Outage Modification Manager
*G. Price, Senior Project Engineer
*G. Rhodes, Compliance Engineer
*W. Steiger, Plant Manager
*J. Wynne, Compliance Engineer

1.2 Stone and Webster Corporation-

*J. Carney, Project Engineer
*R. Jaquinto, Assistant Project Engineer

1.3 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory-Commission

*P. Eselgroth, Senior Resident Inspector
*C. Petrone, Resident Inspector

* Denotes those present at exit interview on October 4, 1984.

2. Facility Tour

The ' inspector observed work activities in _ progress and completed in
several areas of the diesel generator building during a general inspection
of the Colt Emergency . Diesel Generator Effort (CEDGE) area. CEDGE is ap-
roximately 60% completed. Inspection records, material identifications,
vendor audit reports and nonconformance and acceptance tags indicate an
active. presence of quality control inspectors. In addition, the inspector
interviewed craft and supervisory personnel in various areas of the CEDGE
project area.

No violations were identified.

~3. . Diesel Generator Building - Electrical Inspection

-The' diesel generator building is a quality assurance Category I reinforced
concrete structure. It houses three Colt-Pielstick 4430 KW diesel
generators .in three separate rooms. The diesel generator . building is
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considered sa ; modification to the existing plant, therefore, the codes,
standards and- specifications listed in the Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR).section 3.8.4.2 were applicable.

3[1 - Electrical Insta11ation Specification For Colt Emergency Diesel
~

. Generator, SH1-159A, dated May 3, 1984
'

Specification SH1-159A -

3.1.1 The inspector reviewed the electrical installation'

specification SH1-159A and determined that the FSAR
commitments were referenced in the specification. An
inspection of the field wiring and discussions with
the electrical craft performing the installation work
indicated that they were aware of the specification

- criteria and were performing their function as
required.

3.1.2 Electrical Audit - The inspector reviewed the instal-
'

- lation records for the buried conduits from the CEDGE
building to the TDI diesel area. The records
indicated that the critical elements of the

'

installation were complied with and that the total
bend radius was. not exceeded.. An' audit by the
licensee also verified that the buried conduits were
within specification criteria and that no.open items

.

were listed prior .to back filling the open trenches.

3.1.3 Electrical Equipment Location The inspector ver_ified
that - the electrical equipment was- placed as . required
by drawings. The inspector verified that: the equip-
ment: racks were installed to .the base frame as
required. The inspection records _ verified that the
installation was to the drawings and specification
SH1-159A.

:, ;
~

No violations were identified.

3.2- Vendo'r' Specification Criteria

~

3.2.1 Specification SH1-115 - This specification was.used.in
*

the procurement of, the Motor - Control Centers-~ (MCC's)
for~the diesel generator building. The equipment was
purchased.from the Square "D" Corporation and is pre -s <

'

sently installed -in the diesel generator - building.
'

9- 3.~2.2 Square "D" Motor Control Centers - The inspector per-
formed an internal wiring inspection of the MCC's from
Square L "D"-- to assure compliance -with the criteria of-*

tSpecification - SH1-115. The following items were

"
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identified by the inspector as not following the
' criteria of SH1-115. It should be noted that the
Square "0" drawings supplied . to the licensee for
review have different criteria from the specification.
However, when engineering approved the vendor drawings
they did not change their specification SH-115 to re-
flect the differences.

.

3.2.2.1 The following items were found in the wiring performed
by the Square' "D" company which differ from the
criteria of the licensee's Specification SH1-115.

-

MCC cubicle ground wires are connected to cabinet--

ground and not to terminal blocks.
,

Minimum- bending radius of 5 times the cable diameter--

was exceeded.

Cable- harnesses were not supported in the equipment.~ --

The licensee calledithe Square "D" Company on October
3, 1984 for a clarification on the method to -support
cables to comply with seismic criteria .of,

specification SH1-115. The licensee stated - that' the
cables in the MCC - cubicles are. not required to f be

4- supported, but that the cables in the end sections of
the MCC were required to be supported. . Inspection of:
these end sections identified that the' cables did not:
fit into the support mounts -as ; supplied by the Squarek<

"

~"D" Company and that harnesses - were hanging . loose.

: This item is unresolved pending' NRC review of the 11-
censee's seismic loads. on this-

c(50-322/84-36-01)
-

. subject.-

'

3.3' Loads and Loading-Combinations--

o. - 3 .' 3 .1. Seismic Loading of the Diesel Generator Building - The li--''

censee in their June 11, 1984 letter (SNRC-1049) to the- NRC
stated : that : loads and loading combinations used. for the
design of the Diesel Generator . Building _ are -specified?in ~

.

:FSAR Section 3.8.4.3-- and ' FSAR ' Sections '3.8.5.5 an'd : 3.3.; ;
'

~-The ' inspector requested the -seismic iload values for the*
Diesel Generator Building so that a comparison could be'

made between.the new Diesel Generator Building and the~FSAR
: criteria. 1This data was not available at the site and will''

be reviewed during a latter inspection by.the NRC.

This attem is' unresolved pending NRC review of ;the seismic
~ -load data. (50-322/84-36-02)
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'3.4 Nonconformance-System

3.4.1 Licensee Engineering Reports - The inspector reviewed the
licensee . E&DCR system and determined that for the items
identified, follow-up action was timely and adequate. In.

reviewing the E&DCR, associated with the electrical systems
of the Diesel Generator Building, the inspector noted the
following problem.<

3.4.1.1 E&DCR No. 530 dated April 11, 1984 - This E&DCR
identified the following:

,

"The wire ends dipped in rosin-base flux contained
zinc chloride. After exposure to high humidity, the
zinc may cause flaking -of the tin plating on the
circuit breaker lug and the formation of corrosive
salts around the lug wire binding screw".

The Shoreham (CEDGE) project did receive equipment
from Square "D" with the zinc chloride problem. The
MCC " Stab-On Assemblies" and " Circuit Breaker Lugs"
are to be replaced if corrosion is present.

-No violations were identified.
A

4. Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning System (HVAC) for the CEDGE
Building

" 4.1 System Description

.The HVAC system provides ventilating air to each of the three diesel-
generator rooms.- . Each diesel generator room has an independent and
identical subsystem. Normal ventilation is provided by non-safety
related exhaust fans. When a diesel generator.is operated or whenever

. the room ' temperature reaches 104'F, a safety-related primary supply
-

' air fan automatically starts. If- the -room temperature further rises,

to 110 F, a safety related supplementary supply air fan automatically
commences operation to maintainJdesign- room temperature. Air is ex-
hausted .from each diesel- generator space to the atmosphere through a
missile. protected hood. Ductwork for the safety-related arrangement.
is designated QA Category I.

14.2 HVAC Installation
.

L During Kinspection of the HVAC installation, the inspector reviewed
the installed -ductwork, including the primary and. supplementary

~

: supply air fans, for cleanliness and ' interface--wo'rk between .various.
building areas.

HVAC is being . installed by John Grace and Co. , Inc. ,-who performed
the_ HVAC installation in. the original plant. The contract' is- for

'

.
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labor and for some materials (ductwork supports), as defined in work
outline . A-1569, dated June 27, 1984 and E&DCR D-6003, D-6021 and
D-6021A. Major equipment such as fans and fan motors are supplied by
others and installed by the HVAC contractor.

The inspector reviewed the following documents related to the HVAC
design and installation and the purchase of HVAC components.

SNRC-1049 and . SNRC-1050,. Letter from LILC0 to NRR dated--

6/11/84 and 6/19/84, respectively, summarizing the CEDGE design.

-- Purchase Order (P.O.) 310651-58 dated 4/27/84 between LILCO
and John Grace Company, Inc.

-- Work proposal dated 6/27/84 from John Grace Company, Inc., to
LILC0 including : Work Outline A-1569 (with Rider "A"), and
E&DCR's D-6003, D-6021 and D-6021A

Specification SH1-054, Revision 2, Installation of HVAC"--

Systems", dated 9/1/83

-- Specification' for Axial Flow Fans, Revision 2, dated 8/24/83

-- Receipt and inspection package for safety-related fans 1*60*
FN-929 A,~B, C and 928 A, B, C and

-- QC 11.7, Change 3, " Inspection of HVAC Installation", dated
~

8/10/84

No violations were identified.

4.3 Review of N&D's and EDCR's

-The inspector reviewed the S&W Non-conformity and Disposition Report
Procedure (QC-6.1, Revision C, Change 5) and reviewed the following
N&D's related to ' safety related HVAC components for adherence to

-

' procedure.and engineering disposition.

-N&D .6219
N&D 6218
N&D 6217
N&D 6250-
N&D 6235
N&D 6221

Th'e inspector ~ also performed a visual inspection of the-corrective
action for several N&D items.

. -
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The inspector reviewed the following E&DCR's for adherence to program
procedures.

~

E&DCR 0-6903
E&DCR D-6897
E&DCR D-7009
E&DCR D-6942

No violations were identified.
- 4.4 Quality Assurance Program for HVAC

The inspector reviewed the on-site QA/QC program and the vendor shop
QA/QC program related to HVAC.

LILC0 performs all on-site QA functions with only minor exceptions
(i.e., welder qualification, etc.). The HVAC contractor is respon-
sible for these exceptions, S&W supplies on-site QC (including
receipt inspection) and is responsible for vendor shop QA/QC.

Currently, no QA audits have been planned to be performed by LILC0
specifically on the HVAC contractors CEDGE related activities. HVAC

; activities will possibly be included in audits XIII - 1 and XIII - 3
.which pertain to Mechanical Equipment Installation and Hangers and
Pipe - Supports, respectively. HVAC activities may also be covered
under QA surveillances.

S&W has performed an audit on the HVAC contractor's shop facilities.
.The inspector reviewed- the results of the audit which were
transmitted- on 5/24/84 (SNSP-QC0-029). The audit found the-
following areas satisfactory:

a. Control of purchased material
b. Identification and control of material,
c. Control of special processes
d. Inspection

No violations were identified.

5. -Quality Assurance / Quality Control (QA/QC)-
,

The purpose of this portion of the inspection was to ascertain whether the
licensee had jimplemented - a . QA/QC program related to CEDGE that was - in-

.conformance with' Regulatory -requirements or commitments 'and ~ industry
'

.

guides' and standards. The programs reviewed were the management program,
the ' audit | and inspection program, the' procurementi program and the vendor-
and receipt inspection program.

,
..
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5.1 Management-

The CEDGE is considered a modification to the existing plant.
Testing and future tie-ins to existing plant systems will be con- |

,

trolled under the Interim Station Modification Program. Some
= procedures governing this modification effort were reviewed and found
to be satisfactory.

The same specifications and controls used for the design and
construction of Shoreham were being used by S&W for CEDGE. This
included all design verifications, drawing controls, corrective
actions and design change activities. The inspector verified that
the S&W Engineering Assurance Division had conducted one audit of

.CEDGE related activities and had scheduled a second audit for October
15, 1984. The inspector also reviewed S&W Engineering Assurance
Procedure (EAP)-6.3, Preparation, Review, Approval, and Control of
E&DCRs, Revision 3 for adequacy.

LILCO has overall QA/QC responsibilities related to CEDGE, including
ASME'Ccde Section XI pipe QC inspections. The only exception to this
-is Stone and Webster's (S&W's) QC responsibilities related to receipt
inspection and all other construction activities. LILCO's CEDGE
QA/QC responsibilities are divided among two -organizations, the
Quality Systems Division (QSD). and the Quality Assurance Dvision
(QAD). QSD audits the procurement / vendor program and S&W. QAD
audits all construction activities, welding programs, and non-
destructive evaluations; inspects ASME Section XI activities, and
performs surveillances of electrical, mechanical, instrumentation and
control, material control,-HVAC, and cabling activities. Weekly
status reports -are given to the QAD Supervisor by . the S&W Project
Manager.

No violations were identified.

5.2'' Audit and Inspection Program

The inspector. verified that an effective audit program was in place
and ' functioning for CEDGE. This was accomplished by reviewing eleven
LILC0 audits and one S&W audit from March 1984 to September 1984,
eight. surveillance reports, audit schedules for both QAD and QSD, and
three -QA. department ~ audit procedures. -Key QA personnel were
interviewed and. the-. corrective- program. was reviewed for
effectiveness.

A review of the S&W QC program was made. One h'undred percent
.

inspections were being ' conducted of all' Category I- CEDGE related
construction ~ activities,. such as' receipt inspection, concrete-

. placements, cable pulls, raceway installations, power cable termina-
tions, instrumentation and . control terminations, motor control
centers, Category I pipe supports, and HVAC. ductwork installations.

'

Inspection plans. and reports were reviewed for adequacy.

?
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i3 violations were identified.
- 5.3 Procurement

The licensee's commitment to CEDGE safety-related equipment procure-
ment, selection of vendors, procurement documents, and vendor
required documents was verified to be in accordance with the
licensee's actual practices.

5.3.1 Vendor Selection - The inspector verified that the
licensee utilizes the Stone and Webster (S&W) qualified
supplier listing, their own qualified supplier listing,
vendor information- from other licensees and the
Coordinating Agency for Supplier Evaluation (CASE) listing.
The inspector further verified that audits of vendor
facilities were p'rformed and the listing of qualifiede

suppliers were updated' annually and reevaluated every three
years in accordance with the licensee's QA procedure 7.1.

5.3.2 Audits - The inspector reviewed the licensee's audits of
Colt Industries, the supplier of Emergency Diesel
Generators for CEDGE, (audit 84-01) and John Grace Company,
Inc., the supplier of HVAC fabrications for CEDGE (audit
82-1). The inspector verified that the licensee made six'
visits to Colt Industries to perform surveillances and
close-outs of corrective action- audit findings. The
inspector verified that the licensee performed an audit of
John Grace, participated with S&W in another audit, . and
that all John Grace Company corrective action findings were
resolved.

' 5 . 3 . 3 -- Coordinating Agency for Supplier Evaluation (CASE) The
inspector reviewed the: licensee's activities relating to
CASE and determined that ~ the licensee is a sustaining
member.of that organization. The inspector-determined that
CASE is a user-vendor organization in which members provide
audits which _can be obtained by other members. CASE
defines criteria (includes 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, ANSI
N45.2, and ASME Section III) and checklist data. The CASE
listing of suppliers is based on ~available audit inputs of
acceptable suppliers.

The inspector- verified 'that the licensee uses CASE as a.
lower tier vendor selection information source.

No violations'were. identified.
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5.4 Receipt, Storage and Handling

5.4.1 Program and Implementation - The inspector reviewed the li-
censee's receipt, storage and handling program, administra-
tive controls, Quality Assurance Involvement, Regulatory
and National Standards commitments and implementation
related to CEDGE safety-related equipment. The appropriate
sections of the licensee's QA manual and QA procedures were
reviewed and the inspector verified that commitments ,to
regulatory requirements were addressed.

5.4.2 Site Receiving Inspection Audits - The inspector reviewed
two Site Receiving Inspection audits (FA-1739 and FA-1707).
The inspector verified that the audit criteria was capable
of determining findings, that a system requiring both cor-
rective action and preventive action for each audit finding
was in place and that appropriate sign-offs were required.

5.4.3- Receipt Documentation - The inspector reviewed the
receiving documentation packages for the Supplementary Fuel
Oil Tanks (IR 43*TK 904A, 9048 and 904C) purchased from
Richmond Engineering Company, 1 " Gate valves and 3/4" Glove
valves purchased from' Velan' Company, and the available
document packages for the three Emergency Diesel Generators
(IR 43 EDG 901, 902 and 903) purchased from Colt
Industries.

,

The inspector reviewed the shipping release tag informa-
tion, the Nonconformance and Dispositions (N&D's) and
Engineering 'and Design ' Coordination Reports (E&DCR's)
associated with the equipment.

5.4.4 Storage and Maintenance - ihe inspector reviewed the li-
censee's QC- storage and maintenance instructions (S&W in-
structions -F17.1-06A and QC 17.1 Revision B).- The
inspector verified. that the Inspection Plan provided
adequate and descriptive instructions, -that -the . Storage
History Ca'rd and Storage Record. Check Sheet provided the
necessary data to enable - effective -CEDGE safety related

: equipment- storage and that storage maintenance was
performed.

5.4.5- Storage Areas - The inspector observed the "B" and "0",

-Level CEDGE storage areas and verified that equipment was
labeled and stored correctly. The inspector also verified
that-the areas'were clean and orderly.

.5.4.6. In-Place Maintenance - The inspector observed the installed~

CEDGE diesel generators and verified that inplace
maintenance was performed and there'was adequate protective

' covering during the current building construction.

=.
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No violations were identified.

'6. Unresolved Items
.

.-. Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
- order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, or violations. Un-
-resolved- items identified during this inspection are discussed in Details
in paragraph 3.0.

17. Exit Meeting

- The. inspector met with licensee and contractor representatives (denoted in
paragraph '1) at the conclusion of the inspection on October 4,1984. The
inspector summarized the scope and findings of the inspection as described
- in this report. The inspector stated that this inspection of the Diesel
. Generator. Building was performed as if-it were considered by the licensee

-

'as a' modification to the-present site.

At; no time during the inspection was written material provided to the
licensee by the inspector.

-
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